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Abstract—Cloud computing is one of the new and very promising trends in the IT technology field, it is subject to a lot of research and
continuous advances are made. Its main objectives are to deliver different services for users, such as infrastructure, platform or software
with a reasonable and more and more decreasing cost for the clients. To achieve those goals, some matters have to be addressed, mainly
using the available resources in an effective way in order to improve the overall performance, while taking into consideration the security
and the availability sides of the cloud. Hence, one of the most studied aspects by researchers is load balancing in cloud computing,
especially for the big distributed cloud systems that deal with many clients and big amounts of data and requests. In this paper, we
address the subject of load balancing in cloud computing and present a semi centralized and multi cluster architecture. This proposed
approach mainly ensures a better overall performance with efficient load balancing, the continuous availability and a security aspect.
Keywords—Cloud computing; load balancing; clusters; performance; availability; security; authentication

I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a new distributed computing paradigm aiming to provide final users ready computing services. It is a natural
expansion of many design principles, protocols, plumbing, and platforms that have been used over the previous 20 years. However, cloud
computing brings some fresh capabilities that are represented into a software stack and are responsible for the programmability, scalability,
and virtualization of resources.
Since cloud computing inherits some aspects of its predecessor technologies, it comes with some of their existing challenges but also with
new issues, especially in the security and load balancing aspects. This latter is particularly important and critical because when providing
resources to end users, blockage could be engendered due to complicacy and rising of demand. As the requests of the clients can be random
to the nodes they can vary in quantity and thus the load on each node can also vary. Therefore, every node in a cloud can be unevenly loaded
of tasks according to the amount of work requested by the clients. This phenomenon can drastically reduce the working efficiency of the
cloud as some nodes which are overloaded will have a higher task completion time compared to the corresponding time taken on an under
loaded node in the same cloud [1]. In fact, some resources on the network are over loaded and some are low loaded or not, with the user
requests. Therefore, system imbalance occurs due to inappropriate consumption of resources.
To overcome this problem, an efficient load balancing architecture is needed in order to enhance performance and resource utilization. In
fact, load balancing distributes the dynamic local workload evenly across all the nodes in the whole cloud to avoid a situation where some
nodes are heavily loaded while others are idle or doing little work. It helps to achieve a high user satisfaction and resource utilization ratio
[2]. In case also of a node failure, the system should typically reload balance the tasks affected to the deficient resource so availability is
preserved and the user still could profit from cloud capabilities without observing a delay in execution. Besides, in order to limit the access
to the load balancing platform, authentication should be carried out. Thus, no unauthorized user could hassle the platform and make
consequently true requests from clients wait indefinitely to be treated. This pre authentication should provide the architecture with a good
resistance to external DOS attacks.
In this paper, we will begin by briefly describing cloud computing concept addressing by the way the different components involved in
the cloud stack architecture. In the next chapter, we will summarize the load balancing techniques, metrics and algorithms used in the cloud.
The analysis will treat beyond classic algorithms comparisons. So we will discuss how these techniques remain highly defective in a cloud
context. The third paragraph shows our proposed framework design and modules. Last, we will identify several perspectives for enhancing
our architecture stacks by pinpointing some of the remaining challenges.
II. CLOUD COMPUTING
Computing is being converted to a model consisting of services that are commoditized and delivered in a manner similar to traditional
utilities [3] such as water. As for Utility Computing is typically implemented using other computing infrastructure. In a cloud business
model, a customer will pay the provider on a consumption basis, very much like the utility companies charge for basic utilities such as
electricity, gas, and water, and the model relies on economies of scale in order to drive prices down for users and profits up for providers.
978-1-4673-8149-9/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE
Cloud computing is therefore a new approach based on leveraging the Internet to consume software or other IT services on demand. End
users share processing power, storage space, bandwidth, memory and software. With cloud computing, the resources are shared and so are
the costs. Users can pay as they consume and only use what they need at any given time, keeping charges to the user cheap.
A. Cloud Provider
The cloud model is composed of three types [4]
• Public clouds
This infrastructure can be used by the general public. This includes individuals, corporations and other types of organizations. Typically,
public clouds are ran by third parties or vendors over the Internet, and services are provided on pay-per-use basis. Public clouds are widely
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used in the development, deployment and management of enterprise applications, at reasonable costs. It delivers highly scalable and reliable
applications rapidly but with a major, significant concern in public which is confidentiality.
• Private clouds
The infrastructure is deployed within the frontiers of a same company and is used exclusively for the organization’s profits.
They are also called internal clouds and are mainly built by IT departments within enterprises who seek to enhance exploitation of
infrastructure resources within the enterprise by provisioning the infrastructure with applications using the concepts of grid and
virtualization. This preserves some aspects of cloud such as virtualization, availability of services and high levels of automation reducing the
administrative overhead. However, the buying, maintenance and management of infrastructure is the responsibility of the company, which
will increase operating costs. Community clouds refers to a specific subtype of public cloud in which several companies are sharing the same
private cloud.
• Hybride clouds
A new concept combining resources from both internal and external providers will become the most popular choice for enterprises. For
example, a company could select to use a public cloud service for general computing, but store its business critical data within its own data
center. This may be because larger organizations are likely to have already invested heavily in the infrastructure required to provide in-house
resources or they may be concerned about the security of public clouds.

Fig. 1. View of the Cloud Computing Environment
B. Cloud Architecture
In many techniques, software such as Eucalyptus, OpenNebula and Nimbus are based on some common components. In a generic opensource cloud computing system, we can recognize six basic modules. First, we have the cloud control software whose aim is to bring
together all cloud stack pieces and to ascertain enough abstraction so that a user can simply demand VMs with no harassment on how these
components are created or coordinated.
Secondly, hardware, network and operating systems that are on the various physical machines in the system. It should be virtualized or
paravirtualized depending of the virtualization framework compatibility. Paravirtualization is not adopted unless the framework could not
handle the physical machines. The network includes the DNS, DHCP and the subnet organization of the physical machines. It also embraces
virtual bridging and networking of the network that is required to give each VM a unique virtual MAC address. This bridging is done with
the help of programs like bridge-utils, iptables or ebtables.
The third module is the virtual machine hypervisor, AKA Virtual Machine Monitor (VMM). Popular VMMs consist of Xen, KVM and
VirtualBox, which are open-source, and VMware which is commercial. These programs afford a software which allows VMs to run. In order
to start and stop a VM, VMMS relies on a library called Libvirt.
The fourth component is a repository of disk images that can be copied and used as the basis for new virtual disks. In any specified cloud,
we must make a difference between template disk images and runtime disk images. Also, when a VM is laid, one of those templates copied
and is wrapped into a disk image appropriate for the given hypervisor. Usually, this includes adding a swap partition and resizing the disk
image to the appropriate size.
The fifth component is the front-end for users. Represented by an interface for users to request virtual machines, specify their parameters,
and obtain needed credentials and keys to sign in.
The last module is the cloud framework itself, where Eucalyptus, OpenNebula and Nimbus are located. This framework analyses inputs
from the front-end, recovers the needed disk images from the archive, signals a VMM to run a VM and then mention to DHCP and IP
bridging programs to assign MAC and IP addresses for the VM [5].
III. LOAD BALANCING AND OBJECTIVES
A. Load Balancing Definition and Goals
Load balancing represents the fact of equally distributing the load among several resources in a distributed or parallel system in order to
equalize workloads effectively and to enhance the execution time of a task [6], [7]. In fact, it avoids a situation where some of the nodes are
heavily loaded while other nodes are not doing any work. Load balancing guarantees that all the processors in the system or every node in
the network process approximately an equal amount of work at any instant of time.
This concept involves first decomposing the overall computation into tasks and then assigning the tasks to nodes [8]. The decomposition
and assignment steps together are often called partitioning. The optimization objective for partitioning is to balance the load among nodes
and to minimize the internodes communication needs. Executing a task in this distributed environment requires mapping the processes to
nodes. The number of resources generated by the partitioning step may not be equal to the total number of nodes. Thus a node can be idle or
loaded with multiple jobs.
As demonstrated before and based on [9], [10], load balancing aims are:
• To enhance the performance significantly
• To redistribute the node tasks in case the latter suffers from overloading, malfunction or failure
• To uphold the system stability
• Scalability and flexibility: the distributed system in which the algorithm is implemented may change in size or topology. So the
algorithm must be scalable and flexible enough to allow such changes to be handled easily.
• Priority: prioritization of the resources or jobs needs to be done on beforehand through the algorithm itself for better service to the
important or high prioritized jobs in spite of equal service provision for all the jobs regardless of their origin.
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B. Load Balancing and Cloud Computing
The fundamental clue about cloud computing is to afford assets such as VMs as services on demand. Assigning effective VM on
demand is being carried out with the support of the load balancing algorithms in the cloud computing [10]. As the load balancing algorithm
plays an important role while determining which VM is to be allocated on demand to the user.
Cloud vendors then are based on automatic load balancing services [11], which allow clients to increase the number of CPUs, memory or
hard disk for their resources in order to scale with bigger demands. This service is implied and depends on the clients’ professional
requirements. So, load balancing supplies two important basics, mostly to promote availability of Cloud resources and secondarily to uphold
a global performance, energy is saved in case of under loading.
A perfect load balancing designed for cloud service should circumvent overloading or under loading of any specific node. So the
selection of load balancing algorithm is not unproblematic because it involves supplementary restraints like security, trustworthiness,
throughput, etc. Consequently, the main aim of a load balancing algorithm in a cloud computing environment is to improve the response time
of job by simplifying interaction between the nodes, choosing nature of work to be transferred and selecting the possible nodes which could
hold the task or the process to be moved in case of failure of its hosting node.
IV. ALGORITHMS AND CHALLENGES
A. Load balancing Metrics
The goal of load balancing is to effectively distribute the work load between available resources, in order to maximize the benefit from
those resources and to have quick computing and processing for the client requests. It is done so as to make resource utilization effective and
to improve the response time of the job, simultaneously removing a condition in which some of the nodes are over loaded while some others
are under loaded [12].
To evaluate the quality of a load balancing technique, architecture or system, many metrics can be used. Some of them must be
maximized while others should be minimized, in order to have an efficient load balancing system. The most common are described by Dash,
M et al in [13], as follows:
• Throughput is used to calculate the no. of tasks whose execution has been completed. It should be high to improve the performance
of the system.
• Overhead Associated determines the amount of overhead involved while implementing a load-balancing algorithm. It is composed of
overhead due to movement of tasks, inter-processor and inter-process communication. This should be minimized so that a load
balancing technique can work efficiently.
• Fault Tolerance is the ability of an algorithm to perform uniform load balancing in spite of arbitrary node or link failure. The load
balancing should be a good fault-tolerant technique.
• Migration time is the time to migrate the jobs or resources from one node to other. It should be minimized in order to enhance the
performance of the system.
• Response Time is the amount of time taken to respond by a particular load balancing algorithm in a distributed system. This
parameter should be minimized.
• Resource Utilization is used to check the utilization of re-sources. It should be optimized for an efficient load balancing.
• Performance is used to check the efficiency of the system. This has to be improved at a reasonable cost, e.g., reduce task response
time while keeping acceptable delays.
B. Load balancing algorithms
In order to achieve a fair resource allocation between demanding tasks and to have a certain performance in the overall clod system, load
balancers resort to various scheduling algorithms. Since research in this field is still ongoing, no technique can be considered as the best.
Hence, the chosen algorithm to utilize depends on many considerations; especially
the size of the cloud system, the nature of the requests, the amount of available resources … Those algorithms can be
classified in various ways. Thus, they can be classified as static or dynamic. A static load balancing algorithm does not take into account the
previous state or behavior of a node while distributing the load. On the other hand, a dynamic load balancing algorithm checks the previous
state of a node while distributing the load. The dynamic load balancing algorithm is applied either as a distributed or non-distributed [14].
Load balancers can work in two ways: one is cooperative and non-cooperative. In cooperative, the nodes work simultaneously in order to
achieve the common goal of optimizing the overall response time. In non-cooperative mode, the tasks run independently in order to improve
the response time of local tasks [14].
The most known algorithms are listed by Mathew, T et al [15] in Table 1. As shown in this table, each algorithm has its own
characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. Thus, it is depending on the context that some algorithm or another is chosen to perform load
balancing, such as the type of requests, whether they are all of the same type or not,...
TABLE I.
Scheduling
Method
First Come First
Serve
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LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS CHARACTERISTICS
Parameters
Advantages
Disadvantages
Considered
Arrival time
Simple in
Doesn’t
Implementation
consider any
other criteria for
scheduling

Round Robin

Arrival time,
Time quantum

Less complexity
and load is
balanced more
fairely

Pre-emption is
required

Opportunistic
Load Balancing

Load balancing

Better resource
Utilization

Poor makespan
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Execution Time
Algorithm
Minimum
Completion
Time Algorithm
Min-Min, MaxMin

Expected
execution time
Expected
completion
time, Load
balancing
Makespan,
Expected
completion time

Selects the fastest
machine for
scheduling
Load balancing is
Considered

Better makespan
compared to other
algorithms

Load
imbalanced
Optimization in
selection of best
resource is not
there
Poor load
balancing and
QoS factors are
not considered
Complexity and
long time
consumption

Genetic
Algorithm

Makespan,
Efficiency,
Performance,
Optimization

Better
performance and
efficiency in
terms of
makespan

Simulated
Annealing

Makespan,
Optimization

Finds more poorer
solutions in large
solution space,
better makespan

QoS factors and
heterogeneous
environments
can be
considered

Switching
Algorithm

Makespan, Load
balancing,
Performance

K-percent Best

Makespan,
Performance

Schedules as per
load of the
system, better
makespan
Selects the best
machine for
scheduling

Sufferage
Heuristic

Minimum
completion
time, Reliability

Better makespan
along with load
balancing

Cost and time
consumption in
switching as per
load
Resource is
selected based on
the completion
time only
Scheduling
done is only
based on a
sufferage value

Benefit Driven,
Power Best Fit,
Load Balancing

Energy
Consumption,
Cost, Load
balancing

Power
consumption is
reduced and cost
is reduced even
more number of
servers used

Other QoS
factors and
completion time
of tasks are less
considered

Energy efficient
method using
DVFS

Energy
Consumption,
Makespan,
Execution time

Energy saving as
per load in the
system producing
better makespan

DENS

Traffic load
balancing,
Congestion,
Energy
Consumption

Communication
load is considered
and job
consolidation is
done to save
energy

Cost and
implementation
complexity can
be make better
in future
Consider only
data intensive
applications
with less
computational
needs

e-STAB

Energy
efficiency,
Network
awareness, QoS,
performance
Energy
Consumption,
Task response
time, Deadline
Processing cost,
Makespan

Load balancing
and energy
efficiency is
achieved based on
traffic load,
Energy is reduced
meeting the
deadline of tasks

QoS factors can
be considered
for
improvement in
overall
Makespan and
cost are less
considered here

Resource cost and
computation

Dynamic cloud
environment

Task
Scheduling
& Server
Provisioning
Improved Cost
Based
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Algorithm

performance is
considered before
scheduling
Priority is
considered for
scheduling.
Designed based
on multiple
criteria decision
making model

and other QoS
attributes are
not considered
Makespan,
consistency and
complexity of
the proposed
method can be
considered for
improvement

Priority based
Job Scheduling
Algorithm

Priority of tasks,
Expected
completion time

Job Scheduling
based on
Horizontal Load
Balancing

Fault tolerance,
Load balancing,
Response time,
Resource
utilization, Cost,
Execution time

Probabilistic
assignment based
on cost. Highest
probable resource
and task are
selected for
assignment.

Algorithm never
mentions how the
total completion
time of the tasks
will remain

User Priority
guided MinMin

Priority ,
Makespan,
Resource
Utilization,
Load balancing

Prioritized is
given to users
improving load
balancing and
without increasing
total completion
time.

Rescheduling of
tasks to perform
load balancing
will increase the
complexity and
time

WLC based
Scheduling

Load balancing,
Efficiency,
Processing
Speed

Dynamic task
assignment
strategy proposed,
task heterogeneity
is considered

Considering
only load
balancing
feature

Cost Based
Multi QoS
Based
DLT
scheduling

Load balancing,
Makespan, QoS,
Performance,
Cost

DLT based
optimization
model is designed
for getting better
overall
performance

Machine failure,
communication
overheads and
dynamic
workloads are
not considered

Enhanced MaxMin Algorithm

Makespan, Load
balance,
Average
execution time

Improves
makespan and
load balancing
when large
difference
occurres in the
length of longest
task and other
tasks or speed of
processors

Parameters
considered are
limited and only
theoretical
analysis is
performed

The aforementioned metrics and algorithms have the goal of meeting the challenges that load balancing in cloud computing has to deal
with. Thus, to achieve that, the following objectives must be reached:
• Improving the overall performance, which is the main objective of the load balancing as a whole
• Avoiding starvation for the processed tasks, this can be done by improving the throughput and minimizing the response as well as
the migration times
• Reliability, which can be obtained by a fault tolerant approach
• Security matters, which is an important side of the system since data flows and communication have to be protected from any kind
of undesirable activities
To realize those objectives while taking into consideration the associated challenges, we proposed a multi cluster approach. The next
section details this approach and describes how it deals with the stated matters.
VI. CONCLUSION
With the spreading use of cloud computing in the industry, some issues have arisen, these can have significant impacts on the cloud
service and use due to overload for example. As performance plays a significant role in quality of service and cost of a cloud computing
system, load balancing is one of the key aspects in Cloud Computing environments since it makes it possible to achieve efficient utilization
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of resources and improve the provided services to clients. In this paper, we described some characteristics of this paramount side of cloud
computing, exploring some of its critical issues and challenges, namely availability, performance and security. We then proposed an
effective approach to take more advantage from load balancing and take into account the aforementioned matters, by means of a semi
centralized and multi cluster scheme. This promising method is very likely to result in a good overall performance and provide better fault
tolerance; it can be deployed in different cloud environments, especially the most demanding in terms of resources. In our future work, we
will complete the study of this approach with various simulations in order to have a deeper understanding of its possibilities and potential
enhancements.
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